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apTOucTioj
From September 18th to September 21st, 1957, geophysical 

ohockvork and detail was carried out by the writer on an anomaly 
outlined by Lundberg Explorations Ltd* in April of 1956. This 
anomaly lay in a group of claims held by Anglo Barrington Mines 
Ltd* and under option to New Consolidated Canadian Exploration 
Ltd.

No information as to the nature or intensity of this 
anomaly was made available to the writer, other than a rough 
outline of the anomalous area submitted by Mr* Lundberg and a 
verbal suggestion by Dr. H,C. Laird of Newconex, that the 
anomalous area, so marked out, was a conductive cone*

The subsequent geophysical vork by the writer did not 
evidence the possibility of extensive mineralization underlying 
the Lundberg anomaly and, therefore, the writer has concluded 
that the Lundberg anomaly was caused, in the main, by mineralized 
waters of the muskeg which it outlines* However, the possibility 
of weak mineralization at 200 8. line 2,000 W. and at 100 S. line 
600 W. is still an open possibility.

AND ACCESSIBILITY

The investigation by the writer was carried out on claims 
KRL38661, KRL38657, KRL38662, KRL386S8 of the Kenora Mining 
District, being part of a group of 5* claims, KRL3862? to KRL386?8 
inclusive. The group is approximately 55 air miles northwest of 
Kenora, Ontario and touches the Ontario-Manitoba Interprovincial 
Boundary at mileage ?8, north of the United States border. The 
group is owned by Anglo Barrington Mines Ltd., *>0*f Canadian Bank 
of Commerce Chambers, Winnipeg 2, Manitoba, and was under option 
to New Consolidated Canadian Exploration Ltd*, Suite l80*t, 8 King 
St. K., Toronto 1, Ontario at the time of investigation*

TOPOGRAPHY AMP OBOLOOy,

The anomaly under investigation lay in a muskeg-covered draw 
running westerly off the west extreme of Wilson Lake* The draw 
averaged in width approximately 200 ft* and was bordered by 
extensive granite gneiss outoroppings which were sparsely covered 
with Jackpine.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

The survey was carried out using the following geophysical 
equipment i

(1) Sharp* A2 magnetometer aerial #191, sensitivity 
2*f gammas per scale division readable to 1/10 
scale division*

(2) Sharpe SE100 Vertical Coil 1000 cycle Electro 
magnetic Unit serial l$t with Sharpe RE** receiver 
serial #88 calibrated at 2 degree dip angle 
intervals readable to the nearest 1/2 degree*

(3) Canadian Research Institute Q.P. *T7 Geophysical 
Potentiometer serial #10 readable to *001 volts 
with McPhar Engineering porous pots, reel and 
accessories*

The standard vertical eoil E.M. survey procedure was 
followed in which the plane of the transmitter coll is oriented 
through the receiver station and the axis of rotation of the 
receiver coil passes through the centre of the transmitter coil*

The magnetic values were reduced to the order of datum used 
by Central Geophysics in the Slbow-Werner Lake Area, ten miles to 
the east 9in the spring of 19??* At this datum level, values 2,000 
to 2)*fOO gammas should be considered normal background magnetic 
vertical intensity*

OPffiCSICAL SRVEY A«P

The results of the 1,000 cycle E.M. checkwork were disappoint 
ing* It was followed by detailed S*P* and magnetic work* A very 
weak S.P* anomalous eone (20 m*v» maximum) was noted to run from 
1008 on L600W of Wilson Lake through ?50W on the baseline* Inspec 
tion of the magnetic results allowed a non-ooneietent magnetic 
anomaly* varying from 0 to 100 gammas, to be associated with this 
zone. Close inspection of the electromagnetic results showed a 
small change of E.M. dip angles which could be associated with this 
weak cone. (On line *tOO from 1 S to 0  and on line 00 from 0  to 
1/2  N) Such results are consistent with a lense of lOJf to 20$f 
sulphide mineralization at 100B line 6 a few feet in width but less 
than 100 ft* in strike length extending into 5% sulphide mineral 
ization toward 2J>OW on the baseline*
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PURVEY AHMtyTJEBPMJWIQff ( cont'd,)

At line 2 tOOOW, POOS the responses were even weaker, 
suggesting the possibility of only a small lense of 5% 
sulphide mineralisation.

The stronger negative 8»P* anomalies on line 2*t¥ are 
associated vith the dryness of very thin overburden on the sides 
of the draw and are not specifically associated vith mineral 
isation*

Scattered magnetite in the recryatallized granite gneiss 
country rooks gave a magnetic relief of £200 gammas making 
identification of veaker sulphide anomalies difficult and 
uncertain*

SOPHYSICAL WORK

Lineoutting

Betveen September ?th and September 10th, 1957, a group 
under supervision of Paul Rents of Nevoonex, reout and rechained 
the grid used by Lundberg Exploration Ltd. in 1955*

2,000 ft. of baseline vas covered vith 6 crosslines 
totalling *f ,800 ft* This required ?8 stations, 91 readings, and 
2 geophysical man days vork* (Started September 18th, completed 
September 19th.)

Maqmetiq Covera^g

2.3+00 ft. of baseline vas read vith ? cross Unas totalling 
350 ft. This required 66 stations and 3 geophysical man days, 
tarted September 20th, completed September 21st.)

.QftY.tr.ftgt
2,MOO ft. of baseline vas covered vith 12 crosslines total* 

ling 2,100 ft. The readings along the baseline vere taken at

fO-ft. intervals and along the crosslines at 25-ft. intervals* his required 121 readings and 3 geophysical man days* (Started 
September 19th, completed September 20th.)



QJSOPHYSICAL WORK ftE.PQR'i: (cont'd.)

J.T. Ward| 5 Cliffside Dr., Toronto 13, Ont.

B.M, Survey, September 18th * Operator 
S.P, Survey| September 19th, 20th -

Operator 
Magnetometer, September 20th, Plst »

Operator
Drafting and Report Preparation between 
October 2Jthf 1957 and January 17th, 1958

Gordon Brand, Toronto

B.M* Survey| September 16th - Assistant 
8«P, Survey» September 19tht 20th  

Assistant 
Magnetometer} September 20th, 21st ~

Asslstant 
Lineoutting, September 7th, 10th

H. Koran, Kenora, Ontario

Linecutting, September 7th, 10th, and 
September 18th, 19th

TOTAL

Geophysical 
Vfork Days

1
1-1/2
1-1/2

1 
1-1/2

1-1/2 
3

20 Days

Work credit day* per claim a 20 days
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CQMCiMSIQMa AMD

No extensive mineralization lies within 200 ft* of the 
surface* The anomalous results by which $% to 20£ sulphide 
lenses might be indicated are smaller than the random limit 
ations of the survey and, therefore, only indicate open 
possibilities for mineralization, not its existence*

Short vertical holes less than 50 ft* deep by Packsack 
diamond drill at 100S line 6w and 200S line 20W should prove 
or disprove existence of mineralisation and indicate whether 
the sulphides, if present, carry values of economic interest*



ANGLO BARRINGTON MINES, Ltd.

Option 0-7 
Wilson Lake, Kenora, Ont,

Tho Anglo Barrinfiton group, presently under option to this 
company, includes $+ claims, numbered from 3862? to 38671*, These 
form a seven miles long and £ mile wide strip on the long and narrow 
Wilson Lake. A major fault running roughly east-vest along the Wilson 
Lake, has been the reason for staking that group there.

The present report, however, does not cover all that group, 
but the fraction of it, where the EM survey in early 1956 by thu 
Lundberg Exploration, Ltd. had revealed a conductive zone.

LOCATION
The conductive zone found by Lundberg, crosses or touches the 

four claims Nos. 38657, 58 t 61, and 62. Topographically i* is 
expressed by a draw, leading from the westernmost tip of Wilson Lake 
towards west. It is 2£ miles east of Manitoba boundary, and MO miles 
N28 VI of Minaki, a small village on the CNR transcontinental railway 
in northwestern Ontario. Wil»oti Lake is conveniently reached by 
plane from Kenora, Orit. in about ^5 minutes.

The Norpax copper-nickel orebody, presently in the stage of 
underground exploration, lies Mr miles to S53 E« Road construction 
from Bernlc Lake, Man. to Norpax, at the timo of the fleldwork for 
this report, wa& in progress on the northern shoro of Reynar Lake, 
2-£ miles due south of the western tip of Wilson Lake.

WORK ACCOMPLISHED
Judged by the number and size of different campsites, the 

Wilson Lake appears to have been quite active in the recent past. 
The lake and tho draw west of it, were flown for this company in 
March 1957, for aerial magnetometer and EM surveys. Subsequently, 
the area was recommended for further studies on the ground.

Ground geophysical work on the Anglo Barrington group in 1957 
summer, was to recheck the earlier EM survey, and supplement it by 
magnetometer and SP surveys.

Fieldwork for this report was done from Sept.6-8,1957* geology 
was mapped along the 2800 ft. baseline, and crosslinos spaced at 
lj-00 ft/Intervals to VK)0 ft. away to both sides of the fault. Aerial 
photographs were used for ground control; and plotting was done 
directly on the 1 in, to 1KX> ft. blowups of the said photographs. 
The fieldwork was guided by the map made by Lundberg Exploration, Ltd, 
For the geology, the Ontario Dept. of Mines geologic report by 
Dr.D.R.Derry for the Minaki and Sydney Lake area (Vol.XXXIX, Part 3» 
1930) was consulted, likewise, a more recent, and still unpublished 
map by Dr.H.P.Carlson.



TOPOGRAPHY
The mapped area has a relatively flat relief, its most notable 

topographic feature is the draw, west of Lake Wllsom its average 
width is 150-200 ft., and its depth about 50 ft. Aside the bottom of 
that draw, which is covered by muskeg, most of the area is barren 
bedrock or blanketed but by a very thin cover of sod or most. A number 
of lesser, narrower draws and smaller depressions cross the area in 
two directions, and form a vague reticular pattern. These draws 
are readily noticeable, because alluvium has been deposited there, 
which, in turn, has given support to denser vegetation there.

QEOLOQY
The Anglo-Barrlngton group lies in the vast expanse of 

motamorphic rocks of Keewatin period, represented In the area by 
migmatlte. Up to quite recently, this rook type has been variably 
referred to as sedimentary granite, paragnelss, or lit-par-llt gneiss| 
however, it is a characteristic rocktype for partial fusion of 
metamorphozing rocks. Migmatlte is readily reokognized by its two 
distinctly different componentst one which is fused, and the other 
non-fused. The rock subjected to fusion was grayish mica schist, 
which to various proportions has been changed to granite-like gneiss. 
Fusion in the mopped area had been advanced to such a degree, that 
only isolated lenses of mica schist have remained embedded in gneiss*

There is a slight difference between the rocks to either sidt 
of the faulti the rocks north of the fault arm gray, feldspar gneiss 
in which remnants of mica schist are common, also, the earliest 
sweated out bands of coarse grained orthoclas», and pegmatitic 
orthoclase, are found there.

The rocks south of the fmult show a somewhat further advanced 
assimilation of mica schist remnants! the medium chained, gray gneiss 
is more homogenous, in which only occasional mica streaks have be«n 
left. Bands of coarse grained orthoclase are present, but thes* 
seldom attain pegraatitlc texture there.

Tectonically the area does not appear to have been too greatly 
distorted, and banding, whenever preserved, strikes rather uniformly 
to K80 W and dip from ?5 S to 80 N, The reversal of several dips, 
more likely has been caused by overturning, rather than by folding.

The Wilson Lake fault runs along the draw, but, due to their 
concealment by muskeg, no visible surface Indication of that fault 
are seen there.

^ENKRALIZATION
At the westernmost tip of Wilson Lake, shore gravel and 

boulders have been stained by iron-oxides, but. that stain is only 
superficial, hence the iron-oxides must be of transported origin} 
otherwise, no signs of any mineralization were encountered on the 
examined property, neither were there seen any basic rocks which 
indirectly might indicate to the presence of possible mineralization 
there.



CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The Wils"orTTTaice fault runs through the mapped area f but, no 

surface signs to indicate any possible minerallzation were seen 
there; that, supported by the disappointing geophysical results 
obtained, would not justify any further exploration efforts on 
this property.

Paul Kents

Noranda, P.Qe
December 13, 1957
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